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our decades ago a group of ex-IBM engineers
founded SAP as a revolutionizing business
management technology for firms all over the
world with its ground-breaking ERP platform.
What made SAP’s ERP unique than traditional
solutions was its advanced integrative features that
unified multiple factions of business operations—
SCM, PLM, human capital management, financial
management, and CRM to name a few. The solution
empowered customers to leverage best-in-class
applications, the cloud, mobility features, and data
analytics. Thus, the platform’s unique functionalities,
flexibilities, and integrative capabilities significantly
improved business operations and assisted all
organizations leveraging the platform to engage
in newer opportunities and boost organizational
productivity by manifolds.
It’s therefore no surprise that the transformation
of SAP as a company has not only reflected on its
ground-breaking platform and innovative services; it
resonates with the evolution of numerous companies
around the globe. In this globalization era, businesses
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now can better monitor and streamline their global
processes, adopt advanced technologies such as
cloud and data analytics much faster, and improve
ROI through SAP. Investments in SAP solutions and
services have thus greatly escalated and firms are
on the look-out for solution partners that would
provide customized solutions for them based on the
SAP platform. In addition, businesses also require
assistance in successful implementation of those
solutions with finally provide extensive end-to-end
support.
To provide a more comprehensive view of the
most promising SAP solution providers, the unique
value they deliver to the market, and the roadmap
they build for the industry in the upcoming years,
APAC CIO Outlook brings its next issue- “Top 25
SAP Solution Providers - 2017”. A panel of esteemed
industrial experts and our editorial board has
diligently formulated this list to provide businesses
with clarity in choosing their best SAP partners and
leverage the utmost potentialities of their offerings to
effectively race ahead of market contemporaries.
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n countries like Korea and
Japan, organizations that
run SAP are searching for
an alternative application
support
model
that
enhances service quality and reduces
maintenance fees. They seek a
model that doesn’t force unwanted
application version upgrades and
one that won’t pushapath of SAPonly cloud offerings. SAP customers
deserve the freedom to choose their
own IT roadmaps, on their own
timeframes, and they welcome cost
cutting initiatives that help fund
digital transformation and cloud
migration.
Spinnaker Support is now successfully delivering such a model
across the Asia Pacific region. The
company’s third-party support offering is bringing comprehensive and
highly responsive service at a dramatic cost reduction – where 93 customers across APAC countries are now
averaging over 60 percent savings
compared to the cost of SAP maintenance fees. From Spinnaker Support, organizations get
premier support
for 130 SAP
products
for
as long as desired; no forced
upgrades and
without further
push to SAP’s
“online” self-support model.

Lee Mashburn
VP, Marketing

Spinnaker Support’s offering range of fields, from semiconductor
includes support for break fixes, manufacturing
and
R&D
to
tax and regulatory updates, full electronics, medical devices and
technology stack security, and
pharmaceuticals. This customer
proactive general inquiries.
will reduce maintenance
Support includes 7x24x365
fees by more than $4.4
support at an average
million across the
response time of 8
term of the support
minutes for standard
agreement, savings
code,
customized
now being redirected
code, and interfaces.
to boost research
Also
included
as
and
development
standard is a range of
spend and to generate
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smart technology advisory
more stable profits. “Not
VP, APAC & EMEA
Operations
services designed to keep
only do our customers
SAP applications running
save money, but they
at peak performance while
are
highly
satisfied
remaining
interoperable
and with our service level,” says Lee
secure through technology stack Mashburn, Vice President, Spinnaker
modernizations. While increasingly Support. He further adds, “Customer
more SAP customers are concerned satisfaction scores have approached
with the software vendor’s increased 99 percent for each of the last several
tempo of license audits and indirect years.”
access threats, Spinnaker Support
With great capabilities to support
provides resources to help right size SAP users, the company is consistently
license counts and to prepare for growing at a rate of 40 percent
license audits.
every year and to develop further,
Each Spinnaker Support customer it continues to bring in employees
is assigned anamed team of SAP with advanced expertise. Spinnaker
application engineers, hand-picked Support also has plans to expand
for their unique SAP environment within Asia Pacific region in the
and global footprint. Customers have next few years. The company is also
direct access to the team, an unlikely planning to strengthen its expertise in
scenario while consulting with SAP. managed services to assist businesses
Well versed on older, newer, and even with their technical and application
emerging SAP software solutions, management requirements as a large
Spinnaker Support engineers often segment of SAP users move to the
help customers to more proficiently advanced versions of the application
navigate from on-premise to hybrid HANA and S4 HANA. “As our
to cloud.
customers are migrating from onOne Spinnaker Support premise to cloud, our service offering
Asia Pacific customer is also migrating from on-premise
is a global leader in support to managed services in the
test and measurement, cloud,” concludes Nigel Pullan, Vice
providing solutions to President of the company’s APAC and
customers in a wide EMEA operations.
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